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Objective: Identifying risk factors for major depression and
depressive symptoms in youths could have important im-
plications for prevention efforts. This study examined the
association of polygenic risk scores (PRSs) for a broad de-
pression phenotype derived from a large-scale genome-
wide association study (GWAS) in adults, and its interaction
with childhood abuse, with clinically relevant depression
outcomes in clinical and epidemiological youth cohorts.

Methods: The clinical cohort comprised 279 youths with
major depression (mean age=14.76 years [SD=2.00], 68%
female) and 187 healthy control subjects (mean age=14.67
years [SD=2.45], 63% female). The first epidemiological co-
hort included 1,450 youths (mean age=13.99 years [SD=
0.92], 63% female). Of those, 694 who were not clinically
depressed at baseline underwent follow-ups at 6, 12, and
24 months. The replication epidemiological cohort comprised
children assessed at ages 8 (N=184; 49.2% female) and
11 (N=317; 46.7% female) years. All cohorts were genome-wide
genotyped and completed measures for major depression,
depressive symptoms, and/or childhood abuse. Summary

statistics from the largest GWAS to date on depression were
used to calculate the depression PRS.

Results: In the clinical cohort, the depression PRS predicted
case-control status (odds ratio=1.560,95%CI=1.230–1.980),
depression severity (b=0.177, SE=0.069), and age at onset
(b=20.375,SE=0.160). In thefirstepidemiologicalcohort, the
depression PRS predicted baseline depressive symptoms
(b=0.557, SE=0.200) and prospectively predicted onset of
moderate to severe depressive symptoms (hazard ra-
tio=1.202, 95% CI=1.045–1.383). The associations with
depressive symptoms were replicated in the second epide-
miological cohort. Evidence was found for an additive, but
not an interactive, effect of the depression PRS and child-
hood abuse on depression outcomes.

Conclusions: Depression PRSs derived from adults gener-
alize to depression outcomes in youths and may serve as an
early indicator of clinically significant levels of depression.
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Major depressive disorder is characterized by persistent
depressed mood and/or anhedonia in conjunction with
a constellation of other clinically significant symptoms.
This severe psychiatric disorder is associated with lifelong
poor mental health and general medical outcomes (1).
A large body of research has shown that, in addition to
the full syndrome of major depression, subsyndromal de-
pressive symptoms in youths are associated with reduced
quality of life and are a strong predictor of later major
depression (2–5). Although this debilitating disorder and
related symptoms can emerge at any age, their prevalence
markedly increases during puberty (6). Accordingly, iden-
tifying early risk factors for major depression and poten-
tially clinically significant depressive symptoms, especially
during sensitive developmental stages such as childhood

and adolescence, could have important implications for
prevention efforts.

Major depression is a heritable psychiatric disorder.
Heritability estimates from family studies range up to 40%
(7), and estimates of heritability based on single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) range up to 8.7% (8). Despite the high
heritability, efforts to uncover specific genetic variants as-
sociated with major depression through genome-wide as-
sociation study (GWAS) designs have historically been
unsuccessful (9). Building on research demonstrating the
high genetic correlation of self-reported depressive symp-
toms and a clinical diagnosis of major depression (8), more
recent GWASs have focused on a broader phenotype of
depression. With .460,000 participants, the recent meta-
analysis from the Psychiatric Genomics Consortium successfully
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identified 44 genome-wide significant loci associated with
the broad phenotype of clinically diagnosed major de-
pression and self-reported diagnosis of depression (8).
GWAS results strongly suggest that this broad construct of
depression is a complex, polygenic phenotype. One of the
methods used to study such complex disorders involves
polygenic risk scores (PRSs) (10). PRSs are created by taking
genetic variants up to varying thresholds of significance from
a GWAS discovery sample and applying a score from these
variants, weighted by the associations in the discovery
sample, to predict a trait in an independent target sample.
PRSs hold great promise for supporting the identification of
disease risk within different contexts, including identifying
individuals at high risk for disease onset at an early age (10).
Indeed, Wray et al. (8) found higher depression PRSs among
adult case subjects who reported an early age at onset ret-
rospectively; however, this has not been examined in youths.

In this study, we addressed whether GWAS signals built
on reports of self-reported or clinically evaluated major de-
pression in adult cohorts map onto depression status and
other important clinical features of depression (e.g., sever-
ity, age at onset) in a clinical sample of youths with major
depression and healthy control subjects. We also examined
this broad depression PRS as a predictor of depressive symp-
toms (cross-sectionally and prospectively) among premorbid
youths from epidemiological samples to establish whether
this PRS can be used to identify at-risk individuals prior to the
onset of clinically significant depressive symptoms. Lastly, we
examined the additive and interactive effect of this depression
PRSwithexposure tochildhoodabuse, a robustenvironmental
predictor of early age at onset of major depression (11). These
analyses inform whether, and under what conditions, broad
depression PRSs derived from adults generalize to depression
and depressive symptoms in youths and serve as an early in-
dicator of clinically significant levels of depression.

METHODS

Samples
The clinical cohort comprised 279 Caucasian children and
adolescents 7–18 years oldwith a current diagnosis or history
of major depression and 187 healthy control subjects (ages
7–18 years old) with no past history of or current psychiatric
disorders. Exclusion criteria included a current or past di-
agnosis of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, schizo-
phrenia, bipolar disorder, or autism spectrum disorder.
Youths with other comorbid diagnoses were included (see
Table S1 in the online supplement).

The first epidemiological cohort comprised 1,450 12- to
17-year-oldCaucasianadolescents recruited through schools.
After the study entry assessment, participants with elevated
levels of depressive symptoms entered an established pre-
vention program targeting depression (12) and were not in-
cluded in the follow-up analyses in this study. However,
694 participants with depressive symptoms below this cutoff
who did not enter the prevention study were tracked over

time, with follow-up assessments occurring at 6, 12, and
24 months after study entry.

The replication epidemiological cohort comprised geno-
typed youths at ages 8 (N=184) and 11 years (N=317) derived
from a longitudinal prospective study of healthy infants born
in 1998 in Helsinki (13).

All studies were approved by the local ethics committees
and were conducted in accordance with the current version
of the Declaration of Helsinki. All study subjects completed
assent forms, and their parents completed consent forms
prior to participation (see the online supplement for further
description of the cohorts and recruitment procedures).

Psychometric Measures
Clinical cohort. A well-established diagnostic interview (the
Diagnostic Interview forMental Disorders in Childhood and
Adolescence) (14) was used to determine the presence or
absence of ICD-10 diagnoses and age at onset of clinical
depression. To assess the severity of depressive symptoms,
the Depression Inventory for Children and Adolescents (15)
was administered to youths #12 years old, and the Beck
Depression Inventory–II (BDI-II) (16) was administered to
participants .12 years old. Both instruments are commonly
used self-report measures with good psychometric proper-
ties (15, 16), with higher scores suggesting greater depression
severity. Scores from the Depression Inventory for Children
and Adolescents and the BDI-II were standardized using z
scores to perform the analyses on the whole sample.

Childhood abusewasmeasuredwith four items capturing
emotional (i.e., yelled at and insulted at home), physical (i.e.,
beaten at home, victim of violence), and sexual abuse (i.e.,
victim of unwanted sexual acts) on a self-report questionnaire
adapted from the Life Event Survey (17) and theMunich Life
Event List (18). Each itemwas rated dichotomously (“yes” or
“no”). Participants who endorsed any of these items posi-
tively were rated as having a history of abuse (see the online
supplement for a more detailed description of the measure).

The first epidemiological cohort. The Children’s Depres-
sion Inventory (CDI) (19, 20), a well-established self-report
measure assessing depressive symptoms in youths, was ad-
ministered. The CDI has been found to distinguish youths
with depressive disorders from nondepressed youths (21). It
was administered at study entry and then at 6, 12, and 24
months after study entry. The CDI total score was examined
as a continuousmeasure in the cross-sectional analyses, with
higher scores indicating higher levels of depression.

In addition to the CDI, a semistructured clinical diagnos-
tic interview (Adolescent–Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up
Evaluation) (based on an unpublished 2017 study of A.P.
Soares de Matos, et al., available from the authors) was ad-
ministered at follow-up time points. However, because sub-
stantially fewer participants completed this interview, we
used moderate to severe levels of depressive symptoms based
on the CDI (cutoff CDI score of $19) (19, 21) in the survival
analyses to preserve statistical power (see Table S2 in the
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online supplement). There was good congruent validity be-
tween theCDI and the diagnostic interview in this study; few
participantsmet criteria formajor depressive disorder on the
diagnostic interview and did not score within the moderate to
severe range on the CDI (three participants at the 6-month
follow-up, two at the 12-month follow-up, and none at the
24-month follow-up). These participants were coded as
cases in the survival analyses to capture all participants
with clinically significant depressive symptoms since the
last assessment, given that the CDI assesses depressive
symptoms over the past 2weeks. In otherwords, youthswith
potentially clinically significant depressive symptoms, as de-
fined by the moderate to severe cutoff on the CDI, and/or a
diagnosis of major depression according to a clinical inter-
view, were considered cases in the longitudinal analyses.

The emotional, physical, and sexual abuse subscales of the
Childhood TraumaQuestionnaire (22) were used tomeasure
abuse history. Scores on each subscale were categorized into
none, mild, moderate, or severe levels of abuse based on
predetermined cutoff scores (22). Youths endorsing mod-
erate to severe levels on any of the scaleswere coded as having
a history of abuse.

The replication epidemiological cohort.Depressive symptoms
were assessed with the depressive problems subscale of the
Child Behavior Checklist (23), a standardized and validated
rating scale. The checklist was completed by each parent
when the childwas 8 and 11 years old. As recommended in the
manual, raw scores were analyzed.

Given the well-documented sex differences in depressive
symptoms and the increase of depressive symptoms during
adolescence compared with childhood (24, 25), all analyses
were adjusted for sex and age. Similarly, parental education
was used as a proxy for socioeconomic status and included
as a covariate, given its association with depressive symp-
toms (26).

Genotyping Methods
DNA was extracted from EDTA blood in the clinical cohort
using the automated system from the Chemagic 360 in-
strument fromPerkinElmer (Waltham,Mass.),whichapplies
a magnetic bead–based method for extraction and purifica-
tion of nucleic acids from different tissues. In the first epi-
demiological cohort, saliva was obtained from each
participant using Oragene saliva kits (DNA Genotek, Ottawa),
and DNAwas extracted using the same automated system as
in the clinical cohort. In both cohorts, genotyping was per-
formed with the Infinium Global Screening Array protocol
(Illumina, San Diego), measuring .640,000 SNPs.

In the replication epidemiological cohort, DNA was
extracted from blood samples (N=80) and saliva samples
(N=277), and genotyping was performed with the Illumina
OmniExpressExome 1.2 BeadChip (Illumina, San Diego),
measuring.962,000 SNPs, according to standard protocols.
See the online supplement for quality control and population
stratification procedures.

Data Analysis
Multiple imputation was used to handle missing phenotype
data (see the supplemental Methods section and Table S3 in
the online supplement). Group differences in demographic
and clinical characteristics were examined with chi-square
analyses and t tests. Depression PRSs were calculated from
the imputed best guess genotypes using GWAS summary
statistics from the latest Psychiatric Genomics Consortium
study on major depressive disorder (8). Seven PRSs using
different p-value thresholds of the GWAS summary statistics
were calculated using PRSice (27) (in the online supplement,
see the supplemental Methods section for further descrip-
tion and Table S4 for the number of SNPs included
by threshold). Prediction accuracy was assessed using
Nagelkerke’s pseudo R2.

Multivariate regression models were used to assess the
association of the depression PRS and childhood abuse with
each outcome. In total, three models were applied to each
outcomemeasure: themaineffect of thePRS (gene [G]model;
the effect of G plus covariates on depression outcomes), an
additive model (gene plus environment [G+E] model; the
effect of G+E plus covariates on depression outcomes), and an
interaction model (G3E model; the effect of G+E plus G3E
plus covariates ondepressionoutcomes).Analysis of variance
(ANOVA) model comparisons were used to determine
whether each model added explanatory value over the re-
duced model (i.e., null model containing only covariates
comparedwithGmodel, Gmodel comparedwithG+Emodel,
G+E model compared with G3E model). Models that sig-
nificantly differed from the reducedmodel were interpreted.
See the online supplement for a description of variable
coding. To control for the error rate related to multiple
comparisons, false-discovery-rate correction was applied
using the p.adjust function in R.

Power and area under the curve (AUC) analyses in the
longitudinal analyses were calculated in R (using the pack-
ages AVENGEME and survivalROC, respectively). Using the
SNPs includedwith the p threshold of 0.05 and the explained
genetic variance set to 4% in the training set, the power was
64.9% in the clinical cohort. The power of the analyses in the
epidemiological cohort was 5% using the p threshold of 0.05
and the explained genetic variance set to 0.1%. The power
curves by effect size for the clinical and first epidemiological
cohorts are presented in Figure S1 in the online supplement.

Given the small effect size in the epidemiological cohort,
the predictive effect of the depression PRS on depressive
symptoms in youths was replicated in a second, independent
epidemiological cohort. The combined p value from the four
regressions conducted (maternal and paternal report at ages
8 and 11) was calculated using the Fisher combined proba-
bility test (survcomp package in R).

RESULTS

Table 1 presents demographic and clinical characteristics for
the cohorts.
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Clinical Cohort
The depression PRS significantly predicted case-control
status, depression severity, and age at onset, with the
prediction accuracy typically plateauing at p thresholds of
0.05 and 0.10 (Table 2). The depression PRS explained the
most variance in case-control status, or 5%, followed by 1.8%
of the variance in depression severity and 1.6% in age at onset
among the case subjects. By comparison, this depression
PRS (at a p threshold of 0.05) has previously been found to
explain 1.9% of the variance in liability to major depression
in adults (8).

To illustrate the findings, the p threshold of 0.05 for the
depression PRS was used, given that this cutoff was most
consistent in significantly predicting the clinical features
of depression andwas found to explainmost of the variance
in depression status and severity. Higher depression
PRSs were observed in case subjects relative to control
subjects (odds ratio=1.560, 95% CI=1.230–1.980, corrected
p=0.001; Figure 1A; see Table 3 for model comparisons).
Similarly, Figure 1B displays the positive quantitative re-
lationship between depressive symptoms and the de-
pression PRS (b=0.177, SE=0.069, corrected p=0.010). In

TABLE 2. Prediction accuracy of case-control status, depressive severity, and age at onset in the clinical cohort, and cross-sectional
and prospective depressive symptoms in the epidemiological cohort by different p thresholds of the GWAS summary statisticsa

Clinical Cohort Epidemiological Cohort

Case-Control Status Depression Severity Age at Onset Depressive Symptoms Longitudinal Analyses

p Threshold FDR
Original

p R2 FDR
Original

p R2 FDR
Original

p R2 FDR
Original

p R2 FDR
Original

p R2

p,531028 0.965 0.965 0 0.307 0.307 0.000 0.433 0.433 0 0.834 0.834 0 0.098 0.067 0.004
p,131025 0.915 0.784 0.048 0.051 0.029 0.014 0.076 0.054 0.009 0.584 0.500 0.000 0.367 0.367 0.001
p,131024 0.230 0.164 0.006 0.045 0.019 0.017 0.037 0.005 0.021 0.099 0.071 0.001 0.098 0.070 0.004
p,131023 0.136 0.078 0.010 0.087 0.074 0.008 0.176 0.148 0.004 0.028 0.012 0.003 0.180 0.154 0.002
p,0.01 0.003 0.001 0.030 0.036 0.01 0.021 0.047 0.016 0.015 0.042 0.024 0.003 0.098 0.054 0.005
p,0.05 4.9731024 1.1731024 0.050 0.029 0.004 0.018 0.047 0.02 0.016 0.020 0.005 0.004 0.067 0.010 0.009
p,0.10 4.9731024 1.4231024 0.047 0.075 0.053 0.010 0.067 0.038 0.010 0.020 0.006 0.004 0.067 0.019 0.007

a Nagelkerke’s pseudo R2 reflects the improvement inmodel fit generated by adding a polygenic risk score as a predictor to themodel. FDR=false-discovery-rate-
corrected p value; GWAS=genome-wide association study.

TABLE 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of cohorts in a study on predicting depression outcomes in youths

Clinical Cohort
Replication

Epidemiological Cohort

Characteristic
Case Subjects

(N=279)
Control Subjects

(N=187)
Epidemiological Cohort

(N=1,450)
Age 8

(N=184)
Age 11
(N=317)

N % N % N % N % N %

Female 190 68.1 118 63.1 914 63.0 91 49.2 148 46.7
Maternal educationa

Less than secondary school 10 3.6 2 1.0 708 48.8 67 36.4 111 35.0
Secondary school or more 269 96.4 185 98.9 742 51.2 117 63.6 206 65.0

Paternal education
Less than secondary school 13 4.7 5 2.7 834 57.5 — — — —
Secondary school or more 266 95.3 182 97.3 616 42.5 — — — —

Childhood abuse — — — —
None 131 47.0 118 63.1 1,049 72.3 — — — —
One or more mild abuse types 148 53.0 69 36.9 269 18.6 — — — —
One or more moderate abuse types — — — — 86 5.9 — — — —
One or more severe abuse types — — — — 46 3.2 — — — —

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Age 14.76 2.00 14.67 2.45 13.99 0.92 8.12 0.30 11.32 0.52
Depressive symptomsb

Self-report 0.19 0.95 –1.11 0.21 11.53 7.71 — — — —
Maternal report — — — — — — 55.30 6.06 55.24 6.48
Paternal report — — — — — — 53.48 5.28 53.60 5.74

a Parental education was coded as the highest education of either the father or the mother in the Finnish cohort.
b Depressive symptoms were assessed with the Depression Inventory for Children and Adolescents or the Beck Depression Inventory–II in the clinical cohort
(scores have been standardized), the Children’s Depression Inventory in the epidemiological cohort, and the Child Behavior Checklist (t scores reported) in the
replication epidemiological cohort.
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addition, case subjects with an earlier age at onset had a
higher depression PRS than those with a later onset of
major depression (b=20.375, SE=0.160, corrected p=0.036;
Figure 1C).

ANOVAmodel comparison indicated that the G+E model
added explanatory value to the G model for case-control
status and depression severity, but not age at onset
(Table 3). Both the depression PRS (odds ratio=1.578,
95% CI=1.230–2.024, corrected p=0.002) and childhood
abuse (odds ratio=3.924, 95% CI=2.376–6.472, corrected
p=8.12031024) significantly predicted case-control status.
The PRS model alone explained 7.9% of the variance, and
the combined model with additive effects of child abuse
explained 17.9%. Addition of the interaction term did not
significantly improve the model. Similarly, the depres-
sion PRS (b=0.149, SE=0.066, corrected p=0.043) and
childhood abuse (b=0.494, SE=0.126, corrected p=0.002)
independently significantly predicted depression severity.
The depression PRS model alone explained 7.7% of the
variance, and the additive model explained 13.5% of the
variance. Addition of the interaction term did not signifi-
cantly improve the model.

Epidemiological Cohorts
The depression PRS significantly predicted self-reported
depressive symptoms at broader levels of the p threshold
(Table 2), explaining up to 0.4% of variance. Using a p
threshold of 0.05 to illustrate the findings in Figure 2A, a
higher depression PRS was associated with greater de-
pressive symptoms (b=0.557, SE=0.200, corrected p=0.012)
(see Table 3 for model comparisons). The G+E model
significantly added explanatory value to the G model for

depressive symptoms (p=5.071310213). Both childhood
abuse (b=4.935, SE=0.677, corrected p=6.08031026) and
the depressionPRS (b=0.439, SE=0.196, corrected p=0.038)
significantly predicted depressive symptoms, together
explaining 10.7% of the variance. The G3E model did not
add explanatory value to the G+E model for depressive
symptoms.

The depression PRS prospectively predicted the onset
of moderate to severe levels of depressive symptoms or a
clinical diagnosis of major depression (hazard ratio=1.202,
95% CI=1.045–1.383, corrected p=0.020) within the next
2 years, and those with higher depression PRSs had lower
survival rates than those with lower depression PRSs
(Figure2B).TheAUCsummaries indicate that theprobability
that a participant who develops moderate to severe levels of
depressive symptoms or a clinical diagnosis of major de-
pression would have a depression PRS greater than that of a
participantwithmildornodepressive symptoms (probability
ranging from 0.561 to 0.597 across the time points; see Figure
S2 in the online supplement). In the additive model, both the
depression PRS (hazard ratio=1.171, 95% CI=1.016–1.350,
corrected p=0.039) and exposure to childhood abuse (hazard
ratio=2.817, 95% CI=1.963–4.043, corrected p=6.75031025)
significantly predicted the onset of moderate to severe de-
pressive symptoms or a clinical diagnosis of major de-
pression. The addition of childhood abuse increased theAUC
of the model to 0.628–0.631 (see Figure S2 in the online
supplement). The G3Emodel did not add explanatory value
to the G+E model. Given the difference in prevalence of
childhood exposure to abuse in the clinical and epidemi-
ological cohorts, we examined the additive and interactive
modelswith theChildhoodTraumaQuestionnaire cutoff of

FIGURE 1. Depression polygenic risk score (PRS), depressive symptoms, and age at onset of depression in a clinical cohort of children
and adolescentsa
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a The distribution of the depression PRS at a threshold of p=0.05 in the clinical cohort by group status (i.e., case and control subjects) is shown in
panel A.Overlapbetweencase andcontrol subjects is indicatedby thebrownbars.DepressionPRSs are shownat a thresholdof p=0.05by standardized
scores of depression severity (panel B) and by age at onset in the clinical cohort (panel C). The PRS at a threshold of p=0.05 has been standardized in
the models, and the shading represents 95% confidence intervals.
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TABLE3. Summaryoffindings fromthenull andmain effects of thedepressionpolygenic risk score (PRS) and the additive and interaction
models of the PRS and childhood abuse on each outcome in a study of depression outcomes in youthsa

Cohort,
Outcome, and
Model Variable

Odds Ratio, b,
or Hazard

Ratio SE 95% CI
p (false-discovery-
rate-corrected) Original p R2

Model
Comparison

(p)

Clinical cohort

Case-control
status (odds
ratio)

Null model — — — — — — 0.030 —
G PRS 1.560 1.130 1.230, 1.980 0.001 2.4831024 0.079 1.63731024

G+E PRS 1.578 1.135 1.230, 2.024 0.002 3.3931024 0.179 2.807310211

Childhood
abuse

3.924 1.292 2.376, 6.472 8.1231024 9.02031028

G3E PRS 1.677 1.171 1.231, 2.284 0.003 0.001 0.181 0.436
Childhood
abuse

3.896 1.289 2.366, 6.411 8.1231024 8.95031028

PRS and
childhood
abuse
interaction

0.838 1.300 0.502, 1.401 0.501 0.501

Depression
severity (b)

Null model — — — — — — 0.058 —
G PRS 0.177 0.069 0.021, 0.288 0.010 0.004 0.077 0.004
G+E PRS 0.149 0.066 0.019, 0.279 0.043 0.026 0.135 1.22031024

Childhood
abuse

0.494 0.126 0.247, 0.741 0.002 6.2031024

G3E PRS 0.239 0.091 0.060, 0.417 0.020 0.009 0.139 0.153
Childhood
abuse

0.519 0.127 0.270, 0.768 0.087 6.25031025

PRS and
childhood
abuse
interaction

–0.187 0.131 –0.444, 0.069 0.184 0.153

Age at onset (b)
Null model — — — — — — 0.443 —
G PRS –0.375 0.160 –0.688, –0.062 0.036 0.020 0.459 0.024
G+E PRS –0.374 0.158 –0.683, –0.065 0.036 0.019 0.471 0.040

Childhood
abuse

–0.600 0.289 –1.167, –0.034 0.060 0.040

G3E PRS –0.191 0.238 –0.658, 0.276 0.450 0.425 0.471 0.307
Childhood
abuse

–0.540 0.295 –1.118, 0.038 0.089 0.069

PRS and
childhood
abuse
interaction

–0.321 0.313 –0.934, 0.292 0.345 0.307

Epidemiological cohort

Depressive
symptoms (b)

Null model — — — — — — 0.071 —
G PRS 0.557 0.200 0.167, 0.947 0.012 0.005 0.075 0.005
G+E PRS 0.439 0.196 0.055, 0.823 0.038 0.025 0.107 5.071310213

Childhood
abuse

4.935 0.677 3.609, 6.262 6.08031026 5.070310213

G3E PRS 0.346 0.206 –0.057, 0.748 0.112 0.093 0.108 0.131
Childhood
abuse

4.642 0.704 3.262, 6.022 3.62031024 6.040310211

PRS and
childhood
abuse
interaction

1.010 0.669 –0.301, 2.320 0.143 0.131

continued
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mild to severe, and the findings remained the same (see
Table S5 in the online supplement).

In the replication epidemiological cohort, there was
a positive association between the depression PRS and

parent-reported depressive symptoms at ages 8 and 11, after
controlling for age, sex, and ancestry markers (Figure 3; see
also Table S6 in the online supplement). Of note, parent
ratings of depressive symptomswere significantly correlated

TABLE 3, continued

Cohort,
Outcome, and
Model Variable

Odds Ratio, b,
or Hazard

Ratio SE 95% CI
p (false-discovery-
rate-corrected) Original p R2

Model
Comparison

(p)

Epidemiological cohort

Prospective
moderate to
severe
depressive
symptoms
(hazard ratio)

Null model — — — — — — 0.035 —
G PRS 1.202 0.071 1.045, 1.383 0.020 0.010 0.044 0.010
G+E PRS 1.171 0.073 1.016, 1.350 0.039 0.029 0.078 4.30231027

Childhood
abuse

2.817 0.184 1.963, 4.043 6.75031025 1.94031028

G3E PRS 1.194 0.079 1.024, 1.393 0.038 0.024 0.079 0.514
Childhood
abuse

2.942 0.193 2.015, 4.294 6.75031025 2.25031028

PRS and
childhood
abuse
interaction

0.877 0.201 0.592, 1.300 0.513 0.513

a All the models have been adjusted for age, sex, parental education, and ancestry markers. Null models contain only the covariates. The PRS at p=0.05 has been
standardized in the models. G=gene model; G+E=gene plus environment model; G3E=interaction model (the effect of G+E plus G3E).

FIGURE 2. Association of the depression polygenic risk score (PRS) with depressive symptoms and survival rates in an epidemiological
cohort of adolescentsa
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(p,0.022) at each time point. Using the Fisher combined
probability test, the combined p value from these four re-
gressions was significant (p=0.001).

DISCUSSION

This study investigated ge-
netic liability to major de-
pression and depressive
symptoms in youths in three
independent cohorts using a
PRS derived from a recent
GWAS of a broad phenotype
of major depression and de-
pressive symptoms among
adult case and control sub-
jects (8).ThisdepressionPRS
consistently predicted clini-
cally significant levels of de-
pression and an earlier onset
during childhood and ado-
lescence, as well as height-
ened risk for the development
of major depression over this
critical period. The findings
suggest that this depression
PRS may support the identi-
fication of youths at risk for
major depression prior to the
emergence of clinically sig-
nificant symptoms.

PRS, Major Depression,
and Child and
Adolescent Depression
To our knowledge, this study
is the first to map a de-
pression PRS derived from a
broad phenotype of major
depression in adults to clini-
cal and epidemiological child
and adolescent cohorts. We
found that this depression
PRS predicted childhood
depression and depressive
symptoms, as well as age at
onset, within a child and
adolescent cohort. These
findings are consistent with
the original study (8), in
which this depression PRS
was associated with early age
at onset, and with the findings
from the Generation Scotland
cohort, which reported high
genetic correlation between
individuals at earlier (#40)

and later (.40) age at onset (R=0.85, 95%CI=0.66, 0.98) (28).
The findings are discordant with other studies, however,
including one that observed no association of depression PRS

FIGURE 3. Parent-reported depressive symptoms and their association with the depression polygenic
risk score (PRS) in an epidemiological cohort of childrena
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with age at onset in a Chinese cohort (29) and another that
concluded that early-onset major depression was not under
greater genetic control than general major depression (30).
Moreover, Power and colleagues (31) described earlier-onset
major depression as genetically more similar to schizo-
phrenia and bipolar disorder than adult-onset major de-
pression, suggesting that despite the shared genetic liability
with adult-onset depression, early-onset major depression
may still display genetic risk factors that are distinct from
later-onset depression (31). These inconsistent results re-
garding the relationship of age at onset to genetic risk for
major depression may be attributed to the methodological
issues associated with retrospective age-at-onset assess-
ments in the adult cohort, differences in the GWASs (8, 9)
used to create the PRS, and the scarcity of studies examining
the depression PRS in youths.

PRS, Major Depression, and Prediction of Future Risk
Moving beyond cross-sectional analyses, we found that this
broad depression PRS prospectively predicted the onset of
potentially clinically impairing depressive symptoms or a
diagnosis of major depression within the next 2 years based
on a reliable and valid self-report measure (the CDI) com-
plemented with a clinical interview (the Adolescent–
Longitudinal Interval Follow-Up Evaluation). Our findings
also suggest that thedepressionPRSmayserve as an indicator
of depressive symptoms as early as age 8. To our knowledge,
only one other study has reported on a PRS predicting
disease onset using a prospective design. Specifically, the
PRS of smoking quantity has been found to prospectively
predict the rapid progression to heavy, persistent smoking,
smoking cessation failure, and nicotine dependence in an
epidemiological cohort (32). As with our findings, the as-
sociation between the PRS and disease onset was small in
magnitude (hazard ratio=1.544). Although it does not
preclude public health relevance, low prediction accuracy
does suggest that the PRS alone is not sufficient in pre-
dicting disease onset and that other factors need to be in-
cluded in an optimized prediction model. One such factor
examined in this study was childhood abuse, which is
among the strongest predictors of childhood-onset major
depression (11).

Depression PRS and Child Abuse
Our results showed that the combination of this broad de-
pression PRS and child abuse explained 17.9% of the variance
in case or control status and 13.5% in depression severity in
the clinical cohort. In the epidemiological cohort, the de-
pression PRS and child abuse explained 10.7% of the variance
in depressive symptoms. Although childhood abuse (hazard
ratio=2.817) significantly predicted the onset of moderate to
severe depressive symptoms or major depression in the
epidemiological cohort, there was little difference in the
ability of the depression PRS to predict the onset of mod-
erate to severe depressive symptoms or major depression in
the epidemiological cohort when child abuse was added to

the model (hazard ratio=1.202 and hazard ratio=1.171, re-
spectively), suggesting independent, additive effects. In
other words, the depression PRS may be informative when
used in combination with other risk factors.

The interaction between this broad depression PRS and
childhood abuse was not predictive of the clinical features of
depression and did not improve the predictions over the
additive model. Previous studies examining the interaction
between depression PRS and early-life stress have been in-
conclusive (33–37). A meta-analytic study showed no evi-
dence that the interaction of depression PRSs and childhood
exposure to sexual or physical abuse predicted depression
status (33). However, the most recent study, with .126,000
participants, did report a significant interaction, with higher
depression PRSs among case subjects with a trauma history
(childhood and adulthood trauma exposure) than case sub-
jects with no trauma history and healthy control subjects (37).
Potential explanations for these discrepant findings may lie
in differences in the environmental stressor examined, the
timing of the exposure, or the frequency or intensity of the
exposure. Importantly, the interaction between the PRS and
exposure to trauma may not predict disease directly but
endophenotypes of disease (38). For instance, the schizo-
phrenia PRS has been found to moderate the relationship be-
tween cannabis use andmaturation in the cerebral cortex inmale
adolescents (39). The PRS for bipolar disorder has been found
to interact with traumatic-event exposures to predict suicide
attempts (40). Accordingly, more studies are needed to ex-
amine whether depression PRSs interact with different
environmental factors or stressors to confer risk for major
depression and comorbidity, possibly via effects on endo-
phenotypes. On a similar note, the predictive power of PRSs
of other psychiatric disorders (e.g., bipolar disorder or
schizophrenia) and their interaction with early trauma (38)
on clinically relevant depression outcomes in youths re-
mains an important future venture. Alternatively, genetic loci
not directly associated with disease status in large case-control
GWASs may moderate the relationship between childhood
trauma and depressive symptoms. Thus, G3E studies on envi-
ronmentally reactive genes may continue to be informative, as
they may represent relevant biological pathways associated
with psychopathology not captured by case-control GWASs
(41, 42).

Limitations
Caution is advised when interpreting our findings given
the relatively small sample sizes and consequent power is-
sues. Given the small sample size of the clinical cohort, no
further investigation of the association of this broad de-
pression PRS with relevant features of clinical depression
(e.g., comparison of recurrent with first-onset depres-
sion or testing for differential diagnoses) was possible.
Second, this study examined the depression PRS as a
predictor of a clinical diagnosis of major depression and
current depressive symptoms. Although elevated self-reported
depressive symptoms are a strong predictor of future major
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depression (2–5), it is important to note that they are not
equivalent to a diagnosis of major depression. Moreover, the
measure used to assess self-reported depressive symptoms in
the first epidemiological cohort covered symptoms 2 weeks
prior to each assessment. Consequently, thismeasurewould
fail to capture depressive symptoms outside this time frame.
To address these difficulties, the measure was comple-
mented with a clinical interview spanning the time from
the last assessment in our follow-up analyses. Importantly,
given that the PRS used in the present study was derived
from a GWAS using a broad phenotype inmajor depression,
it may be that a PRS derived from a discovery sample
composed only of cases with a clinician-determined di-
agnosis of major depression would better discriminate be-
tween a clinical diagnosis of major depression in youths and
depressive symptoms in community cohorts that do not
progress to a clinical diagnosis. Given the study design, we
were unable to examine or control for whether depressive
symptoms or childhood abuse occurred first, as well as time
variations between trauma exposure and the assessment of
depression or depressive symptoms in the samples. Fur-
thermore, our measure of childhood abuse in the clinical
sample did not take into account the severity of exposure to
childhood abuse. Lastly, our cohorts were composed of
Caucasian adolescents, and the findings may not generalize
to other ethnicities.

CONCLUSIONS

PRSs derived from a broad phenotype of major depression in
adults predict depression and depressive symptoms early in
development. Polygenic risk may therefore be a meaningful
marker of thedevelopment of clinically significantdepressive
symptoms inyouths.However, given that this depressionPRS
explains a limited amount of variance in the phenotypes, the
depressionPRSmayhave themostutility incombinationwith
other predictive variables.
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